Images

- To add an image to a webpage we use the `<img src="URL">` tag. The url, uniform resource locator, is the address of the picture. This tag does not have an closing tag.
- The height and width attributes can also be used on pictures.
Image examples


- `<img src="http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_hVzWM26sKOC/TAkq5k3ZItcI/AAAAAAAAAAk/FsmUizCBy7A/s200/tux.png" width=50 height=50>"
Image alt attributes

- The alt attribute of the image tag will display the text entered if the image cannot be displayed.

Example:

- `<img src="http://a" alt="My picture">`
Background picture

- To set an image for the background we use the background attribute of the body tag. Where background="URL".

- Example:

```html
<body background="http://my.opera.com/community/graphics/speeddials/Opera-Background-Colored-Lights.jpg">
```
Background image Example
Embed Music & Video

- To add music or video to a webpage we can use the embed tag. Use `<embed src="URL" />`

- Example:
  
  `<embed src="Prelude.mp3" />`
Embed attributes

- The autoplay attribute of embed will play the media automatic if true and not if false.
- You can use width and height attributes to adjust the size of the player.
- `<embed src="wildlife.wmv" width="500" height="500" autoplay="false"></embed>`
To add an youtube video, go to the video, click share, then click embed, and then select any other options you would like. Afterward just copy the code In the box and paste it into your webpage.
Assignment II

- Put an link on your index.html to your multimedia page. 10pts
- Must have 2 pictures 30pts
- Must have 2 videos 30pts
- Must have 1 audio 20pts
- Must have an background image 10pts